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INFRARED PORTABLE HEATERS

US D834,692 S
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FIRE - INFRARED PORTABLE HEATERS

  CSA approved for construction US-C
  Direct heat flow by radiation with no air 

movement
  Low noise level
  Built-in oil burner with gear pump
  Electronic flame control unit
  No supervision required: can be controlled by 

thermostat, humidistat or timer
  1ft power cord
  AISI 430 stainless steel combustion chamber
  Metallic forced air insulation pocket between 

the combustion chamber and the external 
protection cone

  Automatic post-ventilation cycle to cool down 
the combustion chamber

  Fuel lines in hydrocarbon-resistant rubber wire-
mesh protected

  Shockproof polythene fuel tank
  Screw-on fuel cap

  Fuel tank drain plug
  Possibility of directing the cone up with locking 

mechanism
  Single point lift bail
  Oil Filter included (optional pre-heated oil filter)
  Overheating thermostat (safety device: turn off 

unit and requires manual reset)
  12” (155) - 10” (115) reinforced plastic wheels
  Floor protection sliding shield
  Stainless steel frontal bumber
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FIRE -  INFRARED PORTABLE HEATERS

HEAVY DUTY THERMOSTAT (20/140°F) 
30 ft CABLE, 90° PLUG FUEL LEVEL GAUGE PRE-HEATED OIL FILTER

Cod. 02AC582 Cod. 02AC583 Mod. FIRE 155
Cod. 02AC513

SINGLE FUEL LINE KIT

Single fuel line kit: allows to 
recirculate hot oil from the return 
line back into the pre heated filter 
to maintain oil warmer in the circuit 
and favorite cold starts and better 
burning performance in extreme cold 
temperature

Cod. 02AC597

FIRE 115 FIRE 155

code number 06VA203 06VA201

max power BTU/h 115,159 154,237

fuel consumption US gal/h 0.849 1.11

power supply V, ph, Hz 120, 1, 60 120, 1, 60

fan motor power Hp (rpm) 1/7 (3,300) 1/4 (3,300)

current rating amps 2.15 4.1

tank capacity US gal 11.35 17.2

run time 2nd stg - 1st stg hour 13.4 16

unit/pallet qty. 6 1

unit/container 20’ qty. 84 32

unit/container 40’ and 40’ HC qty. 180 68

ACCESSORIES ON DEMAND

WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS MACHINE PACKAGING

MOD A B C Net X Y H Gross

[in] [in] [in] [lb] [in] [in] [in] [lb]

FIRE 115 35.2 21 31.9 92.6 29.1 22.4 27.7 104

FIRE 155 54.8 31.4 41.4 161 40.4 27.8 41.0 200Y X

H

A B

C
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BM2 INNOVATION
The innovation of the FIRE infrared heater, lies in the elimination of the refractory material 
cone, that surround the conical combustion chamber, typical of other competitor’s units. Our 
heater features a metallic forced air insulation pocket between the combustion chamber and 
the external protection cone. The cooling air is blown through the pocket by the burner fan. 
This innovative technology overcame the well know problem of the fragility and brittleness 
of the ceramic cone. Moreover, there is a relevant improvement in the effectiveness of 
cooling of the cone.

FIRE - INFRARED PORTABLE HEATERS

Lower protection sliding shield to avoid the floor overheating

Possibility of directing the cone up and down with locking 
mechanism


